All CBM Leads and Users should now be able to access the application from the ConnectCarolina Portal under Finance and then selecting University CBM. Please let me know if you experience any problems; and if you do, you should be able to continue accessing directly as you have in the past using the following URL until we can provide a response and/or resolution.

https://itsapps.unc.edu/cbm

Several Billing Areas have already submitted their transactions for their October Billing and they are currently available in CBM for your review and modification. All are due to be in CBM by Wednesday, Oct 15 in order to be processed for payment in PeopleSoft on Oct 22. Moving forward, our objective is to provide as much detail as possible on these transactions to help with your review process. However, some of the transactions you see in this first batch may have been "in transit" or in some cases mapped because we were unable to contact you directly.

Your continuing input, patience and support as we go through this process for the first time is sincerely appreciated.

Melina

Coming soon: Information about Bill Presentation and how you will be able to view and run reports on your current and previous months detailed billings once they have posted in PeopleSoft.